
L13 TEAMWORK for PERFORMANCE QUIZ 
 
CADET  ______________________________     FLIGHT  _______ 

 
1. Sharing a common goal is all it takes for a group to become a team.    
 a. True  1 pt 
 b.  False 

 
2. What concept is associated with the fear that some team   
 members might not work hard?   1 pt 
 a. Asch diagram 
 b. Synergy 
 c. Herd mentality 
 d. Free rider 

 
3. In Top Gun, when Maverick (Tom Cruise) leaves his wingman, he   
 demonstrates a lack of which characteristic of teamwork?    1 pt 
 a. active cooperation 
 b. communication 
 c. discipline 
 d. shared values 

 
4. Match each teamwork concept in the left column with the MOST   
 appropriate concept in the right column. 7 pts 

 a. discipline _____  quiet time to think 
 b. active cooperation _____  Forrest Gump 
 c. Asch _____  let others do the work 
 d. shared values _____    feedback  
 e. loyalty _____  trust in the command intent 
 f. introverts _____  following a common leader 
 g. free rider _____ herd mentality 

 
Bonus: Name the Navy SEAL mentioned in class who demonstrated   
  selfless service and was awarded the Medal of Honor. 1 pt 
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L13 TEAMWORK for PERFORMANCE QUIZ ANSWER KEY 
 
1. False 
 
2. D 
 
3. C 
 
4. F 
 E 
 G 
 B 
 D 
 A 
 C 
 
BONUS:   Lieut. Mike Murphy USN 
 




